[Stereotactic radiotherapy of intracranial benign tumors].
Stereotactic radiotherapy can be delivered in one fraction or in multiple fractions schedule. It is used in benign tumours such as meningiomas, mainly localized in the base of the skull, for acoustic schwannoma and pituitary tumours. Whatever the tumour, results with the Gamma Knife(®) are the most numerous, but those obtained by linear accelerators, adapted or dedicated, are comparable. The peripheral dose is preferred to the dose delivered to the isocentre. One fraction stereotactic irradiation should be proposed in small lesions and fractionated treatment for tumours larger. Whatever the tumour, the results are satisfactory with a control rate of 90%. However, this value reflects a disparity assessment, radiological stability for meningiomas, radiological stability and preservation of useful hearing in schwannoma and radiological stability and a decrease in hormonal secretions for pituitary adenomas. Overall complication rates are low. In total, the treatment of benign lesions with stereotactic irradiation gives satisfactory results with few complications.